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Over the past few weeks, as the leaves
fell from the trees, residents of Deux-
Montagnes will have seen the
completion of the permanent dike. We
made it our priority to complete this

flood protection before the end of 2019.
The City obtained (in August) from the government

the authorization to make adjustments to the initial dike
project. The dike alignment is unchanged, but the dike
will be raised to 25.71 m (the initial height was 25.42
meters above sea level). Interlocked sheet piling will also
be added to prevent quicksand effects. These panels will
form a steel curtain sunk into the ground, and will provide
more strength and a much greater resistance to leakage.

The adjustments to our dike are based on a series of
recommendations made by the engineering specialists
involved in government dikes and dams, following the
events in Sainte-Marthe-sur-le-Lac. Be assured that we
are conducting this major project with all due diligence.

Moreover, the City of Deux Montagnes was proud to
have been the instigator of the funding of a $50 million
grant from the federal government. This anti flooding
aid was coordinated by the city and will benefit
surrounding communities from Rosemere to Oka.

For the construction of our dike, the city will have the
benefit of $4 million from the federal, $4 million from the
provincial and $2 million from the city.

As you can imagine, follow-up on the construction of
the REM is also one of our top priorities this fall. On
September 9, the authorities presented the mitigation
measures. I do recognize that the solutions presented to
train users are improved, versus what was on the table
last February. However, I am truly disappointed by the
construction delays that extend well beyond the initial
timetable. I promise to continue to be very active on this
issue and will press for a reduction in the planned REM
construction period.

As for you, dear citizens, I hope you enjoy the fresh air
and the beauty of the autumn colours. At this time of the
year, a walk through the Boisé Roger-Lemoine is a must!
Those who enjoy outdoor activities were surely among
the many people who gathered on October 19 for La
Grande marche du défi Pierre Lavoie. More than 350
people of all ages were registered for this 5 km walk.
Deux-Montagnes is the only municipality in the MRC to
have joined more than 100 other cities in this movement
promoting a healthy lifestyle across the province.

Many cultural and leisure activities are offered in Deux-
Montagnes. On  gray and rainy days, sit by the fireplace
at the library, with a good book. Or enjoy skating at the
Olympia Arena, which is free for residents with their
Leisure Card.

Mayor Denis Martin
Deux-Montagnes

Autumn on the Rivière-des-Mille-Iles
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Around the House -
By Carole Gagne (Lanthier and Beatty Construction)

Fall is here, the first cold day was a shock�time to
rearrange our closets, put away summer clothes and
bring out the fall/winter clothing. Usually I would write
about getting ready for winter, winterizing your home.
But, this time I would like to talk about getting older and
the choices or lack there of  we�ll be facing.

I have a great aunt I have been taking care of for the
past 20 years. She�ll be 100 years old at the beginning of
December and she says she�s not ready to leave here yet.
She lives in an intermediate care facility that she hates. I
don�t think anyone dreams of ending up in an sterile living
space. She moved in when she was 92 and at first, she
was able to go as she pleased. She had been diagnosed
with early onset of Alzheimers and it took almost four
years before she lost her freedom privileges. Now she is
confined to her floor. I visit regularly and take her out.
She still remembers who I am,although she forgot
everyone else. I�m her lifeline to the outside world.

I have established a routine when I visit. I do all her
shopping which consists of alcohol-free wine (she doesn�t
know that her wine has no alcohol, but the staff really
appreciates it), Ensure, cakes, and chocolates and stuff.
Then I clean and go through her closet and drawers, sort
out the dirty clothes that she neatly puts away because
her eyesight is failing, while finding the stuff she thinks

Adopt an elderly person
has been stolen, and a variety of objects that don�t belong,
like a zillion tea spoons, or various fruits in different stages
of decomposition, empty or full yogurt containers and
more.

Why am I telling you all that? Because somehow of all
the people who are living in that home, she has someone
to do these things for her. Many have no one, and rely
solely on the system for their care, which often fails.

There are many things I could tell you about the lack of
care in this facility. Is it the lack of resources or the bottom
line? Most are little things, but added up they can become
a big pile.

When I step out of the elevator and walk in the main
room and see all the elderly people sitting around  resigned
and lonely, it makes me wonder about what we can do to
avoid ending in a place like that, or how we can improve
it. The main complaints that I�ve heard from elders are
loneliness, boredom and how often people dismiss them
like they don�t exist.

For those of us who have the time, volunteering at
retirement homes, intermediate care facilities or CHSLDs
could be beneficial to elders  by helping with simple things
or just by listening. I believe it can make a difference.
Adopt an elderly person and make a difference by giving
a few hours a month of your time.
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A 2009 study in Australia showed that
of 50 000 divorces granted, 25 000
involved children under 18, and 50
percent of them still fantasized about
their parents reuniting even after 10
years.

     I want to talk about how divorce/parental separation
can damage a child or children�s mental and emotional
wellbeing, family relationships and friendships, and some
ways parents can help ensure the separation doesn�t have
as brutal an impact on their child as it could.
     No longer having your parents together can take a
serious toll on a child mentally and emotionally. Mind
you, different children can have different reactions
depending on age and external influences. This does not
mean that a divorce between parents or simply splitting
up isn�t stressful for a child. With the immediate impact
of separation, the first year or two is the most stressful
time period.  A child torn between parents, whether five
or 25, can develop serious anxiety and stress, as well as
being generally angry and upset. Nobody�s going to be
particularly joyous about their parents� separation.
     As shown in several studies, being from a �broken
home� has been linked to lower academic performances
and a greater likelihood of delinquency as years go on.  A
child may score lower on tests even though he/she has
the capacity to achieve much better; that same child may
stray more toward taking such risks as substance abuse
and early sexual activity.  These �risk takers� are more
likely to have spontaneous and impulsive behaviours
than people from two-parent homes.
     The information on younger children is truly
heartbreaking. When their parents split up, young
children can wonder, since the parents stopped loving
each other, if someday the parents may stop loving them
too. Along with that, a child might think that the
separation is in fact their fault. A lot of younger children
cannot comprehend the split. They do not understand
why they must go between houses and think they did
something wrong to bring about the end of their parents�
relationship.  However, every case is unique to that family.
In certain cases, a child will be relieved by the separation
of their parents if it means less fighting and arguing.  In
some of the worst cases, the parents were in a toxic and
abusive relationship. Once all that stress is gone, I can
only imagine the immense weight being lifted off a child�s
shoulders.
     My parents live on opposite sides of the country and I
only go to visit my mum in the summers. In my personal
experience, having parents split up over long distances
can take its own toll on friendships and family ties.
     It�s truly difficult when you look back on who were
your best friends with whom you did everything, to find
that they�ve moved on and you barely talk because they
don�t see you as much anymore. The worst is when you
do see them finally and you�re no longer part of their crazy
and fun stories. No longer part of the group because you
don�t know who everyone in the group is. No longer able

Children and divorce
By Evelyn Mathers

to chime in to their conversations on drama or little things
like that because you just don�t know who they�re talking
about anymore. Standing by the side while they make
inside jokes and tell stories of other people with someone
you don�t even know, all because you haven�t been there
with them. Your closest friends gone, just like that.
     Then comes the loss of other family. Aunts, uncles,
cousins, all the people you love but never see and you
miss so much. My cousin had a baby. His name is Dominic,
he�s four months old and I�ve never met him. My great
grandma passed away in December and so did my cat
I�ve had since I was born. I wasn�t there for any of it
because my parents live 4 726.2 km apart. But it isn�t just
the farther family you lose touch with; it can be your
own parents. Unfortunately, a child can lose touch and
become more distant from whichever parent they see the
least (usually fathers) and even the parent with custody,
who suddenly has double the stuff to do, which cuts the
time they have for their kid in half. The added stress that
comes with divorce and separation can greatly strain a
child-parent relationship in unpredictable ways that
maybe we can never understand.  As I said before, every
case is unique.
     But how can one make it better for the child, and lessen
the toll a split takes?
     For starters, do not make the child choose sides or be
�the middle man,� which happens to many children in a
divorce.  Parents don�t talk to each other but use the child
to relay messages back and forth, messages which are
usually very petty or charged by anger. It�s kind of the
whole �tell your mom that�� and �well then tell your
dad this...� sort of thing.  As for the �choosing sides�
aspect, do not make your child feel like they should be
loyal to one parent or the other. Don�t make them feel like
they can�t tell one parent any funny or cool stories about
the other parent for fear of judgment or the famous scoff/
subtle insult duo. No child wants to feel torn between
parents. It can only further the strain of being between
relationships and add a little stress rock on top of the
mountain the child is already carrying.
     Something that is incredibly important is to
communicate with your child. Talk to your child or
children about plans regarding custody times and such
so they don�t feel like they�re just being passed around
between their parents. Give them an outlet to share their
feelings free of judgement. That�s really all it takes. These
things can really help lessen the load. Just use your head
and think about it.
     In the end, going through a separation is a trauma.
Even if the split up parents get along, it�s still a loss of a
family because it will never be the same.  I hope that out
of everything I�ve said today � how divorce affects
friendships, family ties and a child�s mental and emotional
health � at least a few of you will take it to heart and
remember: Someone can always be an ex-partner but
nobody can be an ex-parent.
Ms. Mather�s article has been adapted from her entry in the Spoken
Word Contest, Secondary 4 level, at Lake of Two Mountains High
School in May.
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Should you like to share a situation that worries you,
please do not hesitate to contact me.

Benoit Charette
Member for Deux-Montagnes
Minister of the Environment and the Fight Against
Climate Change
477, 25th Avenue
Suite 230
Saint-Eustache, QC  J7P 4Y1
Telephone: 450 623-4963
Facebook : Charette.DeMoThe accelerated accessibility plan for childcare spaces

announced by the Quebec Government has yielded very
satisfactory results, while more than 15,000 subsidized
spaces are now open or are about to open. Moreover, 1,691
subsidized spaces were added, and a call for projects was
launched on March 20, 2019, in response to the urgent
needs of a certain clientele.

    This means 2,500 new subsidized spaces primarily for
infants, will be added to create or complete groups in
existing facilities, and to meet the needs of student parents.
The government will also progressively abolish the
additional contribution to subsidized childcare services,
which will give back nearly $185 million to parents.

Educational Childcare Services:
over 15,000 subsidized spaces

Co-parenting, a team effort for your child

Co-parenting is not a matter of a relationship between
both parents but rather, the sharing of responsibilities
towards the child between the mother and the father, even
after a separation.
     Working as a team for the benefit of the child is not an
easy matter. In their daily lives, it is sometimes difficult
for parents to coordinate between each other for the sake
of the child. However, when a team effort is efficiently
applied, and the parents are on the same page with a game
plan, children always come out to be the winners.
     Parents need to come to an agreement when it comes to
everyday decisions concerning their child. It is not merely
the individual effort of both parents that matters, nor does
the quality of the conjugal relationship, but rather the
shared responsibility and team effort on the parents� part
that results in the most positive influence on the child.

By Valériane Côté-Lemay, C.E.S.A.M.E

   Here are some useful tips to help develop co-parenting
skills:
1. Take the time to discuss with each other without the
child present
2.    Support and validate each other�s decisions in front
of the child (a discussion can be useful afterwards).
3.   Keep in mind that it�s not a competition; your child
can love both of you equally but differently.
4.   Encourage the other parent to develop a meaningful
relationship with the child
5.   Work as a team and include the child in the decision-
making process when solving issues

If you have any questions or concerns, please don�t
hesitate to contact us. We can always help and support
you in trying times.
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School Matters
By Gordon Wetmore
(gordonwetmore@yahoo.ca)

Part 1 - Video games can affect people�s brains � mine, yours and
millions of youngsters� � in positive ways.  Who knew?  I certainly
lumped them with such time - wasters like video solitaire, a personal
weakness.  However, a well-researched presentation last May -
with reasoned arguments backed up by relevant and reliable data
- made me rethink.  That the articulate presenter, Samuel Boulay,
was in Grade 8 and a gamer was evidence in itself.
     Young Mr. Boulay built his speech around a supposed argument
that his age group could use to convince doubtful parents that they
should be granted more gaming time.  He based his pitch on three
main ideas: that gamers develop abilities to assess multiple streams
of information, react quickly and appropriately, and acquire fine
motor skills better than non-gamers; that the gaming industry is a
huge and growing segment of our economy with lucrative jobs for
skilled game developers; and that the military use video-game styled
simulators to train safely fliers and other skilled personnel (and
have �pilots� who sit before consoles and guide drones, missiles
and aircraft in real warfare missions).
     Most impressive to me was his reference to the work of Dr. Adam
Gassaley, professor of neurology, physiology and psychiatry and
head of the Neuroscape program that researches videogames and
their effects on the mind at the University of California San
Franscisco.  Samuel concentrated on how Dr. Gassaley would pit
professional gamers against non-gamers in such challenges as
tracking the paths of two spheres out of eight swirling in a three
dimensional setting, or touching individual lights in a bank as soon
as they lit up.  In both cases, the gamers remained calmer and
performed better.  Samuel, like Dr. Gasseley, concluded that meant
the gamers could handle different types of information and react
physically and mentally to changing situations better than us regular
folk.
     Dr. Gassaley made a number of Ted Talks on brain plasticity and
video stimulation to improve brain functioning.  I viewed one from
2015 that clearly supported Samuel�s contention about the potential
of video games.  Dr. Gassaley explained that our ability to multitask
deteriorates every year from age 20 through age 80.  However, he
and his colleagues created a video game for a group of older adults
to play one hour a day three times a week for a month.  At the end

of the month, when retested, the aged players
handled multitasking better than a group of 20-
year-olds who had never played the game.
(Sorry, the game is not commercially available.)
     Samuel included in his talk that some video gamers have reached
levels of popularity greater than that of such film stars as Robert
Downey, Jr. Locally, that popularity was evident when Dreamhack
Montreal tournaments filled Olympic Stadium in 2018 and 2019.  I
have no idea how much gaming time parents should allow kids but
I�ve been convinced to look at their influence far more seriously
than I used to.
     (Samuel Boulay�s speech �The Importance and Benefits of Video Game
Playing� placed first in the Secondary 2 entries at Lake of Two Mountains
High School�s annual Spoken Word Contest. )

Part 2 � The CAQ government has now dropped the second shoe of
its planned reformation of Quebec�s education. Bill 40 would do
away with school boards and replace them with service centers.
For French language boards, all semblance of democratically
electing community representatives has been eliminated. For
English language boards, Bill 40 allows a few people to be elected as
board members for its service centers, but in a way that cannot
work.  For one thing, everyone running must already be a member
of a school�s governing board, severely restricting the scope of
eligible people.  Quebec English School Boards Association executive
director, Russell Copemen, in a phone call with Community
Connections, noted that restricting the types of people who can run
for a position also restricts democracy, and that Bill 40 imposes
severe restrictions.
     There were many other flaws that he pointed to, the most
unsettling being that the government has presented no evidence
at all to show that its revamped educational system will improve
student success.   However, a story in the October 8 Montreal Gazette
(pA6) cited a statement from the Canadian School Boards
Association.  Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island have already
tried replacing boards with service centers, it said.  The result was a
decline in student success rates in both provinces.  Bill 40 must be
fought.
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A Country Christmas Fairy Tale
As last year, the Route des gerbes d�Angelica has been lit up and decorated to offer a delightful Christmas
environment to its many visitors.

This year, we have changed the enchanted forest to include a
mystical village where legendary beings live in their charming
multicolored homes.  You are invited into their supernatural
realm, where your imagination reigns.

Come discover this new universe where vivid colors and
shapes are projected onto the ground and trees.  Spotlights and
bright decorations transform the forest into a unique magical
kingdom , a source of surprise and amazement.

This enchanting route is open every weekend
from November 8 to December 30, 2019.

    6015 rang St. Vincent
    Mirabel, QC  J7N 2T5
    Phone 450-258-1648

By Martin and Betty Hensen

With the Christmas season rapidly approaching, we are
looking forward to see what the elves at Route des gerbes
d�Angelica have up their sleeves this year.
  Every year somehow, they manage to make the
decorations and the lightshow at their gardens more
spectacular. If you have never seen Jardins d�Angelica at
Christmas time, you will be utterly amazed to see how a
forest and the new village of Sylvestre Pindebois have
been decorated with artistic flair and an amazing light
show with over 250 000 Christmas lights dressing up the
forest paths and trees.

Many new decorations and attractions have been added
this year. The members are all in costume, mostly
handmade, They are a delight to the eye.  Santa will be
there, accompanied by Mrs. Claus. The Snow Queen on
her throne, in her exquisite beautiful white gown, is a
sight  beyond belief and leaves you with your eyes aglow.

The boutique on the premises has a great array of
Christmas gifts and delicious goodies, many homemade
which may be eaten right there with chocolate milk or
coffee.

Note to all parents and grandparents: this is an outing
that your family will be talking about all during the
Christmas season. We are sure your visit will become an
annual family Christmas tradition.

For information about opening hours, rates and how
to get to Jardins d�Angelica,please visit the English website
www.gerbesdangelica.com.

December 1st  1:00 pmDecember 1st  1:00 pmDecember 1st  1:00 pmDecember 1st  1:00 pmDecember 1st  1:00 pm
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Orange Shirt Day

Orange Shirt Day began in 2013 at
Williams Lake, BC, as a response to
the disgraced Residential Schools
system�s victimizing Indigenous
children, and has caught the minds
and hearts of school students and
staffs across the nation.   Here are
images from local schools
acknowledging the day and its theme,
�Every Child Matters.�
     In Kanehsatà:ke, both staff and
students at Ratihen:te High School
and Rotiwennakehte Elementary
proudly wore shirts designed by
artist and activist Ellen Gabriel.

By Gordon Wetmore
     In Deux-Montagnes, the staff at
Lake of Two Mountains High School
sported their shirts of a different
design but the same message.  Many
students wore their own �unofficial�
orange tops to show their support.

     St. Jude Elementary staff also raided
their closets for orange as did students
in individual classes like Nadia
Bailey�s Grade 4 group.

     Because of a packed event  schedule,
Rosemere�s McCaig Elementary held

its Orange Shirt Day later in October,
past Community Connections� deadline.
However, because of its other
activities involving Indigenous
studies,  McCaig is very proud to be
included as one of the Gord Downie &
Chanie Wenjack Fund�s Legacy
Schools program.  Student Kayla
Marie Sky of Mohawak and Mikmaq
descent wears the Orange Shirt that
McCaig uses.  It comes from Williams
Lake, where Orange Shirt Day
originated.

In the September/October issue, we reported that Reriahs:io
Bonspille, representing Rotiwennakehte Elementary School
in Kanehsat:àke, had won bronze medals in the boys� 10-12
years old 100 metre dash and shot put events at the First
Nations Educational Council Games.  Actually, 12-year-old
medal winner Reriahsi:io Bonspille represented Kanehsat:àke
as an independent athlete.  The Community Connections regrets
the error.

Correction to FNEC Games results

Congratulations to the 400 metre relay gold medal team from
Kanehsatà:ke�s Ratihen:te High School. The updated results
show that Ava Gabriel, Tara Bonspille, Brianna Etienne and
Mercedes Beauvais-Desroches set a new Games record.
Mercedes also set a Games record for the shot put. The First
Nations Educational Council Games were held in May in
Quebec City.

Update for FNEC Games results

During World War II (1939-1945), the Battle of
Normandy, which lasted from June to July 1944,
resulted in the Allied liberation of Western
Europe from Nazi Germany�s control.
Codenamed Operation Overlord, the battle
began on June 6, 1944, also known as D-Day,

when some 156,000 American, British and Canadian forces
landed on five beaches along a 50-mile stretch of the heavily
fortified coast of  France�s Normandy region. The invasion
was one of the largest amphibious military assaults in history
and required extensive planning. Prior to D-Day, the Allies
conducted a large-scale deception campaign designed to
mislead the Germans about the intended invasion target. By
late August 1944, all of northern France had been liberated,
and by the following spring the Allies had defeated the
Germans. The Normandy landings have been called the
beginning of the end of war in Europe.

     Please join us in commemorating the 75th anniversary of
D-Day on November 10, at the cemetery on 23rd Avenue at
1:00 pm and the parade from 13th Avenue to the Legion begins
at 2:00 pm.

Sandra MacDonald
President R.C.L. Branch 185

D-Day the 75th Anniversary
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Did you notice a new sign on Oka Road on the edge of St-
Eustache, just across from Coq au bec and Pizza 2 pour 1?
A new hair salon, Coiffure Trés-Si opened on July 3!  It�s
new but not new. It has a new name, a new owner, and
new décor, but the face inside is very familiar.  Tracey
Powers, the owner and stylist, was born and raised in
Deux-Montagnes.  She previously worked from the shop
when it was named Look 9.  When the owner of Look 9
moved to Italy, Tracey�s family and friends encouraged
her to take on the challenge of running the shop herself,
and she stepped right up!

A New/Not New Hair Salon

The business of hair salons is not new at all to Tracey.
After studying hair styling and apprenticing for two
years, she has worked in the business for, let�s be kind
and just say,  a few decades. In addition to years of being
a stylist, she managed the hair salon at Sears in St-
Eustache from 2002 to 2013.  After her kids were older
and her time was more flexible, Tracey chose to move
back into styling, renting a chair in an established salon.
Soon after she left Sears, both the store and its salon closed
their doors for good.  I wonder if there is a connection�

The concept of a stylist renting a chair in a salon was
something new to me.  In this common arrangement,
stylists are self-employed but have a workspace in the
salon.  They have their own tools, products, phone number,
hours and often client list, and manage their mini-
business on their own, paying rent to the owner for the
use of the space, electricity, laundry, towels, coffee and
waiting area.  After years of doing this and after managing
the Sears salon, Tracey certainly had developed the skills
to manage a salon on her own!

The salon has been completely renovated, though the
happy orange wall remains.  A welcoming pedestal table
sits right near the entry.  Clients can sit for a cup of coffee
while waiting for their appointment, or waiting for colour
to set.  Plants, cushions and an uncluttered workspace
give the salon good vibes.  A selection of hair products is
available for sale, as well as some jewelry, handmade by
Debbie Glover.

By Pam Petten

Tracey has a full schedule and an established clientele
who come from Deux-Montagnes, St-Eustache, Oka,
Mirabel, Saint Augustin, Chateaugay and even
Hawkesbury, Ontario!  As with most salons, clients are
predominantly women and girls of all ages.  The male
clients vary, with some coming for beard and moustache
trims, a skill Tracey has had to learn.

Tracey is always learning.  As a stylist, she needs to be
on top of not only the trends, but also the new techniques
and products.  She stays on top of the profession by
continuously taking courses.  For example, in October she
will be attending a course on new techniques in balayage,
a contemporary hair coloring method.  (I would bet you
thought that meant sweeping up the hair cuttings at the
end of the day, didn�t you?)

Coiffure Trés-Si is open Wednesday through Saturday.
Tuesday isn�t a day off, though.  Tracey uses this day to
visit her long-time elderly clients who can no longer get
to the salon.   For them, Tracey�s visits aren�t just for
haircuts or perms, but a chance for personal contact with
a familiar friend.

The challenges?
Surprisingly, being situated next door to a dog groomer

doesn�t seem to be an issue.  In fact, it can be a bonus.
While Rover is in getting groomed, his mama can be next
door with Tracey getting herself prettied up, too!  The
salon is pet friendly, so Rover is welcome to wait if mama�s
trim takes longer than his does.

The bigger challenge is the shortage of stylists in the
area.  Tracey has chairs to rent to experienced stylists,
barbers and/or nail technicians. The environment is
lovely, the owner is lots of fun� the opportunities are
there! If you have the required skills, please go work with
Tracey so she can find some time to get herself back to the
gym!

Though walk-ins are welcome at Coiffure Trés-Si, it�s
best to make an appointment, as bookings fill quickly. Even
though I am not keen on getting my hair done,  I didn�t
hesitate�I booked an appointment for the next week!
At the moment, payment is by cash and e-transfer only.
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There are times that working in
community development can feel like
a comedy skit. �Let�s form a
committee to decide the committee
for the board of governors for the
table of committees�! However, the

deeper down the rabbit hole I go, the deeper my respect is
for the people that truly make things happen for our
residents. It is with no small amount of pride that I now
find myself sitting at these tables. While at first glance it
can seem frustrating, there are amazing things that come
out of these partnerships, committees and tables that I
want to share with you.

4 Korners currently has a seat at over 40 different tables
and committees. There is the table de santé mentale
(mental health), table de jeunesse (youth table), table des
aînés (seniors table),  comité d�accessibilité (to ensure
access to services for seniors), comité proche aidants (for
services and support for caregivers), just to name a few. If
you ever benefited from assistance or an activity in the
health and social services sector, rest assured there was a
table or committee behind it. The presence of 4 Korners at
these tables is not just to be the voice of the English
speaking community but to actively partner with
organizations and find ways to include English services
anywhere and everywhere possible.

4K pulling back the kurtain
And our partners are fantastic. The CISSS (centre intégré de

santé et de services sociaux) is our biggest partner and by
working together, we brought in an English speaking
kinesiologist in order to implement Stand Up Programs to
reduce falls for seniors. We put together a health passport- a
handy document with crucial information as well as a quick
translation guide to bring along to any doctor or hospital visit.
And we are currently doing a pilot project Lunch and Learn for
front line CLSC workers to improve their English conversation
skills which will be eventually rolled out in all MRC�s.

4 Korners is a registered charity primarily funded through
government grants, all parcelled out in different amounts and
timelines. My executive director is some kind of dark magic
wizard to orchestrate the level of staff and programs we
maintain while reporting on the 10-15 different grants we are
working under at any given time. These are your tax dollars
and we must document how every cent of it is going towards
services to benefit you.

So be counted. One way to do that is to sign up as a member
to 4 Korners. Not just for the yearly 10$ membership, but to be
recognized by the government as a resident  who simply wants
access to life changing services in English.

To receive the monthly activities in your inbox, subscribe to
the newsletter at info@4kornerscenter.org or check our website
www.4kornerscenter.org

By Andie Bennett

Ms. Bennett is a CBC sports reporter and a member of the
4K Board of Governors.  She lives in Moran Heights.
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Oka seems close by, but because there�s a river in the way,
travelling to Hudson seems like a major voyage.  At the
beginning of September, though, three of us who are
painting buddies from Deux-Montagnes made the trek
via the ferry and realized how close Hudson really is.

�Come for dinner� in Hudson
By Pam Petten

Our destination was an exhibit entitled �Come for
Dinner� by Susan Semenak, a Montreal artist, food-writer,
cook and gardener.  The exhibit, at the Two Barn Owls
Gallery on Main road, featured almost fifty of Susan�s
pieces of artwork:  collages, mosaics, illustrations,
paintings, all about the dinner table and food.  Of course,
we arrived for the vernissage and were treated to fine
wine and a wide array of delicious hors d�oeuvres.

The piece  featured on the poster was an amazing mosaic
of broken dinner plates reformed and rearranged to form
five place settings, with a textured tile table cloth and
ceramic impressions of forks.  My thoughts raced between
�How did she ever do that?� and �Wow, would I ever like
that in my kitchen!�  Susan said that she kind of hoped to
keep the work for her own dining room�!

Susan has exhibited in Montreal and Vermont, and has
works in private and corporate collections in Montreal,
Toronto, England and Italy.  In past years, she has had
shows with two Deux-Montagnes artists, Bertrand
Simard and Diane Labelle.

My favorites from �Come for Dinner�?  The mosaic of
the dinner plates, of course.  The collage of the tulips.  The
can of Portuguese sardines. Berries.  Wine.  Teacups. Loved
them all!

You can choose your own favorites by checking samples
of Susan�s work at her website:
 www. Susansemenak.ca
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Every student at Lake of Two Mountains
High School is familiar with the annual
event �Colour Clash.� It�s a day when
we get into colour-organized teams and
compete to win, instead of going to our
usual classes.

Last Colour Clash for Grads
By Maria McAndrew, LTMHS Correspondent

By creating bonds between students of all grade
levels, pitting colour themed teams from Grade 7
through Grade 11 against each other in games, the
annual Lake of Two Mountains High School Colour
Clash Day, now in its tenth year, has contributed to
reducing incidents of bullying.

Each team is made up of students
from every grade level and
captained by a senior student. It�s a
day spent with old friends and
making new ones. Above all, it�s a
day devoted to having a good time. 

For the senior class, this year
was the last time we would
participate. With half a decade of
colour clashes behind us, it didn�t feel good to say goodbye
on Wednesday, September 25. 

�It�s sad,� said one student, who wished to remain
anonymous. �It�s one of the only days of school that I look
forward to, and now it�s gone.� 

This is a common sentiment held by the graduating
class of 2020. In such a stress-filled environment, Colour
Clash has always been a day to let loose and focus on the
fun part of school. However, the fact that it�s our last year
at LTM did not diminish team spirit; in fact, it did the
opposite. Being part of the Sec 5 team (theme Neon) seemed
to make us more competitive than ever. My classmates
were more energized and involved than ever, whether
they volunteered as team captains or simply gave their
all.

The younger grades, with many years of fun still ahead
of them, were equally excitable. What they lacked in
practice, the younger students made up for in spirit.
Painted faces and sprayed hair took over the halls. �This
is the best day ever,� exclaimed the Sec 1 next to me as we
watched the mascot contest.

Younger or older, it�s a tradition that every student can
look forward to, from the confident graduating captains
to the eager young children. Regardless of age, we�re all
proud of our colours. It unites us that way. 

For those of us graduating this year, our horizons will
soon broaden beyond the world of LTMHS and Colour
Clash.  Still, I�m confident that these days will remain
some of our most treasured memories looking back. I can
only hope that the years to come will be as successful as
the ones I�ve enjoyed. Although I will have graduated, I
will still remember and be proud of my team colours. 
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The chime ends the unbearably
long class before lunch.  Rosemere
High School students, cradling
binders and books and clutching
five dollar bills in their free
hands, rush to the lower foyer.

     Opposite the main entrance, a line forms in a matter of
minutes, stretching as far as the eye can see. Never mind
the cafeteria � there is pizza for sale.  Dozens of pizza
filled boxes empty rapidly � in seven minutes, all is sold.
The Leadership Group members who managed the sale
quickly clean up.
     Most students are completely unaware that their
pizza lunch provides dozens of homeless Montrealers
with services crucial for getting back on their feet.
     RHS has been an ally of the Old Brewery Mission for
the better part of 20 years. The benevolent foundation,
celebrating its 130-year anniversary, serves as a
resource for homeless men and women in Montreal. Since
1889, the non-profit organization has worked towards
reducing homelessness and providing solutions for those
struggling on the streets of the city.
     The project began during a freezing winter in 1889,
where two good Samaritans, Mina Douglas and Eva
Findlay, provided the poorest of the city with warm
meals. Since then, the mission has evolved incredibly,
providing assistance through the historical Great
Depression and launching innovative programs and
fundraising campaigns that have gathered millions of
dollars.

Scratching the surface of Philanthropy 
By Sophie Rehel, RHS Correspondent

Pizza boxes for the fundraiser

Piles of pizza at RHS and Leadership students
with teacher Suzanne Charbonneau

     The pizza fundraisers
organized by RHS�s leadership
program are in partnership
with the local pizzerias who
provide the delicious pizzas for
a reduced price, occasionally
eliminating the cost altogether.
With a student population of
nearly 1300, at five dollars for a
plate of two slices, the
fundraiser can raise anywhere
between $800 and $1000 in
donations. 

     Occurring five to six times a year, the pizza project
serves as a way to pull sheltered students out of their
own world and expose them to harsh realities, while
demonstrating to them the differences they can make. 
     Growing up in middle and upper class families in
isolated suburbs can create a warped sense of reality. The
Montreal area where the Old Brewery Mission is based
conveys a deeper sense of the hardships thousands of
people face across the province.
     �The fundraisers allow Leadership students to leave
their comfort zones and help a greater cause,� stated
Leadership teacher and main organizer Suzanne
Charbonneau.  She added, �Homelessness isn�t scary.� By
a simple action such as purchasing a five dollar pizza
lunch, students can contribute to getting lives back on
track, and consequently improve our communities as a
whole.
     As mentioned by Ms. Charbonneau, homelessness is
not a fatality. Ms. Charbonneau is an incredible,
dedicated contributor to the Old Brewery Mission, along
with the kind hearted Leadership students who spend
countless lunch hours overwhelmed by crowds of pizza
lovers. 
     For anyone interested in providing further assistance
to the foundation, the organization accepts job
applications, donations, and volunteers. See the Old
Brewery Mission website for more information on
donations, employment opportunities, and volunteer
work. 

RHS Correspondent
Sophie Rehel
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We welcomed one  new members into our den.  Her name
is Elizabeth Bourque. Elizabeth has been volunteering
with our club while attending LTM High school. After
gradulation she decided to become a member

The Lions� Den

By Nancy Ryder

In September we held our semi-annual Garage Sale and it
was a great success. Thank you to everyone who donated
items, came out to buy items, or assisted with the overall
running of the sale.
 Keep your eyes open as we have started our Christmas
Cake Sales and they are available now.

The 16th annual bookfair that was held on October 5 and
6th  was a great success.We would like to thank the many
volunteers who worked so hard to place the books, served
in the kitchen and  helped make this bookfair such a great
community event.
     The breakdown of the bookfair  on Sunday afternoon
went very smooth and we had  many volunteers who
were not members of the Deux- Montagnes Lions Club. It
is so nice to know that when  we need help, the population
of Deux- Montagnes steps up to the plate.

We would like to thank everyone who has supported us
during our Lion year. It is greatly appreciated.

The 16th annual bookfair
By Nancy Rupnik and Martin Hensen

Some of our children�s books not sold were picked up
to be shipped to Grenada, where there is a great need for
children�s books. 

On October 24 the Lions Club made their annual presen-
tation of $1500 to the Deux-Montagnes Libary for large
print and audio books.

Thank you to all
who donated books
to us. We will be
starting to collect
again  on January 15.

A special thanks to
the City workers
who worked to
transport the books
from our sorting
place to the Veterans
Hall. They were great and very helpdul. The funds raised will
enable us to keep serving the people in our region.
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PANDA Basses-Laurentides Sud-Ouest, the non-profit
organization that provides information and support for
people living with the difficulties related to ADHD
(Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder), combined its
Annual General Meeting with a family fishing day at Bois-
de-Belle Rivière Park in Mirabel, September 28.

WHAT IF IT WAS NOT A MATTER OF WILL...?
It is possible that you or someone you know has ADHD?
PANDA BLSO, a resource to help anyone who is seeking information
and support on Attention Deficit with or without Hyperactivity.

Don�t miss our next conferences at the Maison des Citoyens, 202, Henri-Dunant, Deux-Montagnes (from 7:00 to 9:00
p.m.). No reservation required. Yearly membership card ($10 individual or family) giving access to all the services
for the year (conferences, literacy/social skill program for kids).
For more information, call Mrs. Marie-Josée Trudel at 514 713-5353 or contact her by email: mjtrudel@@pandablso.ca

CONFERENCES FOR PARENTS AND/OR ADULTS WITH ADHD
November 28, 2019
Strategies for parenting teenagers with ADHD
Speaker : Peter Gantous, M.A., Clinical Psychologist
Intended for: Parents/Professionals

Going through adolescence can be a challenge in itself. Combined with ADHD, the challenge gets even greater.
What belongs to adolescence and what belongs to ADHD isn�t clear? This talk will propose parenting strategies to
help face the challenges of adolescence and to preserve a positive relationship with your teen.

PANDA holds AGM in the great outdoors
By Marie-Josée Trudel, with Gordon Wetmore

     The organization�s coordinator, Marie-Josée Trudel,
said that despite a constant rain, more than a dozen
families attended.  During the morning (indoor) meeting,
the organization�s year-long activities were reviewed and
elections were held to fill Board of Director vacancies.  The
Reading Detectives staff took care of the kids with fun
and interactive activities. Then, after lunch, everybody
went fishing.

     �Yes, ADHD and fishing go well together!� Ms. Trudel said.
�The participants managed to make beautiful catches for
a total of 60 trout in a very short amount of time. All the
children had a lot of fun! They were dedicated and very
focused on their activity, and parents got to bring back
supper for everyone.�

     At the meeting, the parents heard that over the last
year more than 250 members benefited from Panda�s
different services, which included conferences, workshops
and its library amongst others.   For the Board of Directors,
Ms. Danielle Lahaie and Ms. Tammy King were re-elected
for the English chapter, and Ms. Caroline Massé was re-
elected for the French chapter.
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The 11th Annual Kanehsatà:ke
Traditional Powwow took
place Labour Day weekend
August 28 and 29. What are
powwows for and why do we
continue with such archaic
things?  I believe it is to build
and strengthen bonds.

Powwows are meant to bring people together. They are
there so you can see children running around with each
other, eating fried bread and drinking lemonade.
Especially for Indigenous people, powwows help connect
us to our roots and culture and open the door for other
religions, races and creeds to learn about what is arguably
a little talked about way of life.
     For instance, there was the elderly couple from St.
Jerome who were driving through Kanehsatà:ke on the

Powwows bring people together
By Shatekaronhi:io Hank Tolley
Correspondent, Ratihen:te High School

Hoop dance teacher Ashley Meness and star pupil
Kaillie Carbonnell , 10, amaze  the crowd.

A young Fancy Shawl dancer
Not to be stopped, a powwow participant in full
regalia uses a walker to join the dancers

Powwow dancers circling the arbour

Sunday afternoon, saw the signs for the powwow and
decided to see what it was about.  They watched the hoop
dancers, saw the Fancy Shawl and Alligator dances, and
stood with the audience during the special song/dance to
support a grieving performer whose sister had recently
died.  They were very moved and impressed by the whole
experience.
     What does family mean to you? That is a question I
would like you to think about, thinking wider than your
mother, father, brothers or sisters. I believe community is
the most important family one can have. Community
may mean very little to some but others think of it as
extremely important.  I am one of the latter. A community
leaves a big mark on a child whether we want it to or not.
Your community is your home.  Powwows help form our
community and bring us together so we can work as one,
work together.
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As days grow shorter, colder and darker, memories of
the sunny Sunday, August 25, Intercultural Picnic put on
by Diversité Culturelle Deux-Montagnes Cultural
Diversity Olympia Park may create some welcome
warmth and light.
     This was the third large event the organization
brought to the people of the region, following the 2018
summer picnic and last winter �s indoor food and
international music  event in Deux-Montagnes� Veterans
Hall.

Warm memories from the Intercultural Picnic
By Gordon Wetmore

Learning djembé drumming

The Intercultural Picnic organizers, volunteers,
and supporters.

     Early arrivals heard Dolly Parton�s �Will the Circle Be
Unbroken� piped through the PA system as final
preparations were completed.  The song was appropriate
as tents and kiosks formed a large circle surrounding the
area for the several hundred guests who would soon drop
in.  A smaller circle of benches in the middle contained a
collection of drums and other percussion instruments.
     The area soon filled up and children, parents, seniors
and curious passersby were treated to a banquet of

Performers from La Theatre de la Petite
Comedie

Marionette magic

international music, drum and dance experiences,
comedic theatre, art, culture � even shopping � and food,
with tastes from several continents.
     There were live performances of music from Haiti
performed by Marie Edwine Pierre of Ecole de musique
Liliane, and Morocco by Younes El-Gourdani.  Quebec and
world sounds were provided by DJ Eric of Disco Vervillos.
     Puppeteer Jean-Marle Ntsongo charmed kids and adults
alike with his saucy  marionettes and tales from the Congo.
Percussion Sultanosto filled the inner circle of benches
with audience members learning the drum beats (and
some dance moves) of djembe, a Mali word that Wikipedia
translates as �everyone gathers together in peace.�

     Congratulations to principal organizers Julie Guilbault,
Aminata Ba, Lucie Martineau, Annie Levac, Amélie Kato
and their volunteers.

Fabulous tastes from around the world
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A Look at Rosemere
By Kathy Nolan

Continued on page 19

Hopefully you are comfortably warm as you sit down to read
this issue.  November is upon us and December is close on its
heels.  Soon 2019 will have come and gone.  And of course, it�s
been a busy past few months.  Events that took place after
October 15th will be mentioned in our next issue since the print
deadline for this issue is Oct. 1st.
- August 17 - The Town of Rosemere held a barbecue for the new
residents.  As is mentioned in the Rosemere News, the barbecue
provided an opportunity for them to meet and �� speak with
elected officials, and learn about topical municipal issues, town
attractions, merchants and not-to-be-missed events.� They
were also the first to view Rosemere�s new promotional video.
- August 24 - Citizen�s Day was once again a great success.  A day
filled with a multitude of activities for everyone.  There were
inflatable games, pontoon boat rides, and a concert by the Quebec
Rock group �Les Respectables� and to end the evening a
fireworks display paid tribute to the music of Charles Aznavour.
The event was attended by more than 2,500 people and those
present were treated to the official unveiling of Rosemere�s recent
promotional video.  Characterizing the slogan Rosemere: Proud,
Green and Prosperous the video showcases the town�s beauty, local
attractions, the spirit and soul of the community.  This film  is
quite different from the short promotional film put together
back in the 1950�s but definitely representative of the pride
Rosemere residents feel for their hometown.  The video was
also shared on the Town�s Facebook page that same day.
- September 14 - Harvest Day, a first edition held to celebrate the
harvest season and support Moisson Laurentides.  The all-day
event, which coincided with the last day of Municipality Week,
was a success yielding 108 kilos of donated food along with
monetary donations.  This will be a great help for Moisson
Laurentides, which feeds more than 20,000 people in the region.
Several activities were held throughout the day including a
public market with local agricultural producers and artisans
present in the parking lot of the Municipal Library.  Students
from Val-des-Ormes and Externat Sacré-C�ur schools were
also present, proudly selling the vegetables harvested from their
community garden school project.  There were strolling
entertainers, short street performances, a market cooking
demonstration and a honey extraction workshop.  The honey
from the Hamilton garden hives will be used to produce various
by-products which will be sold at the traditional Christmas
market to raise funds for Les Petits Plaisirs respite organization.
   During the evening, participants were treated to live
entertainment by Léonie Chouinard, a Rosemerite and winner
of the 2019 edition of �Blainville en chansons� and the musical
group African Folk Groove.   Popular food trucks were also on
site to satisfy appetites with their specialties.  Grande-Côte was
closed off between Hector Street and Adélard Street for dancing
in the streets to end the evening.
 - September 21 - The Mayor�s Breakfast was back on schedule
after the summer break.  The popular concept allows residents
to meet with Town Counsellors in a less formal environment to
discuss any concerns they might have.  There was a repeat
presentation of the leafcycling conference given by Michel Renaud,
a professional landscaper from Bromont, which was originally
presented on Earth Day back in May.

- September 23 - The RVS reopened its shop after the summer
break.  Why not stop by to check out the new selection of fashion
accessories for ladies, find reasonability priced gift ideas for a
teacher, a gift-exchange, or simply for yourself. Also available
are handmade items from local artisans. Once again, the Jude�s
Miracle Cloth is available at a very competitive price.  As a non-
profit organization, the RVS Shop�s prices are exempt from tax.
The price on the label is the price you pay.
The shop is located in the Memorial Community Center at 202
Grand-Côte; the entrance is at the back of the building.
- September 26 - The Horizon Association organized a meet-
and-greet with the Federal Election candidates of the Rivière-
des-Mille-Îles electoral district.  It was a chance for 50-year-olds
and older Rosemerites to identify and debate their concerns
and it also gave the candidates an opportunity to present their
positions and their regional based commitments.  Present (in
alphabetical order) were Luc Desilets, Bloc Québécois candidate;
Joseph Hakizimana, New Democratic Party candidate; Linda
Lapointe, Liberal Party of Canada candidate and Maikel
Mikhael, Conservative Party of Canada candidate.  Participants
were pleased with the event and expressed that it was an
excellent idea.  A light buffet lunch was served after the event.

    The Horizon Association has wide variety of activities, if
interested, there is a calendar of available classes, activities and
events on their Facebook page.

- September 27 - The Rosemere Town Council blood drive took
place at Place Rosemere.  A total of 120 units of blood were
collected during day.  Mayor Westram stated in the official press
release that �This act of kindness by 147 donors will help save
many lives, and I thank [donors] for it.  I would also like to
acknowledge the contribution of Héma-Québec�s staff and
volunteers who were on site, as well as Place Rosemere, which
year after year makes space available at the mall for us to hold
the event.�
- September 28 & 29 - The �Journées de la Culture� are three
days of free activities in an attempt to promote a greater access
to arts and culture for everyone.  Saturday�s activities included
a literary encounter with Patrice Godin at the Municipal Library,
�Introduction to Jive� at the Memorial Community Centre and
�Music Together� (music discovery class for 5-year-olds and
younger at the Hamilton House.  On Sunday, performances by
various artists were given and cultural organizations, such as
the local historical society, held information booths at Place
Rosemere.
- September 28 - Once again the Town of Rosemere took part
in the Canadian Communities in Bloom Annual
Competition.  Rosemere was presented with the prestigious
�Class of Champions� award at the National and
International Awards Ceremony held in Yarmouth, Nova
Scotia. As per the official press release, the Town also
�...received 5 Blooms - Gold and special mention for
Community Gardens and Vegetable Planters.  Rosemere was
competing with Summerside, PEI and Trail, BC. This award
category consists of a competition between former Canadian
national winners of the competition and honors a
municipality�s overall achievements in horticultural
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Continued from page 18
 beautification and the protection of the forest heritage.�
Mayor Eric Westram went on to say �The enhancement of green
spaces is part of Rosemere�s DNA and a way of life for our
residents. We are proud to receive this award, because we owe
this honor mainly to the Rosemere community. It is our residents
and merchants, who, year after year, beautify their lawns, take
care of their trees and, through their initiatives, promote good
relations with their neighbors and the overall well-being of the
community.�
- October 1 - A Brunchtime Presentation for seniors was
organized by the Town and attended by over 100 senior
Rosemerites.  The main objective of the event was to inform the
senior population of the activities and services offered by local
organizations.
- October 8 - The second round of tree planting in the woods
surrounding Sacré-C�ur Externat school took place.  Over 300
trees and shrubs were planted by students, the Town of
Rosemere, in collaboration with biologists Michel Leboeuf and
Réjean Dumas, the Société d�horticulture et d�écologie de
Rosemere (SHER) and a number of adult volunteers.  Readers
will recall that the first planting was done on June 8 when 285
trees and shrubs were planted.  These past two plantings and
the one planned for next spring, when another 625 trees and
shrubs will be planted, are an attempt to revitalize a Town-
owned portion of the woods.  They will increase the size of the
woods by 50% and will improve its biodiversity.
Coming up!  Here�s a look at a few things happening in November
and December.  You might want to add them to your calendar.
It would be great to see you there.
- November 6 to 28 - Photo exhibit Presence and River by Béatrice
Lange at the Municipal Library in the Entertainment Hall;
- November 12 - SHER conference:  History of the Great Western
Gardens with José Desranleau (in French);
- November 14 - A fund raising comedy show presented by
Jeunesse Action Rosemère (JAR) will be held at Rosemère High
School (530 Northcote) at 8:00 p.m.  Tickets: $25 info:
jeunesseactionrosemere.com;
- November 15 to 17 - Fall Art Fair � organized by the Rosemere
Artists Gathering (RAG) at the Hamilton House (106 Grande-
Côte);
- November 23 - Mayor�s Breakfast; a special themed
presentation �A Community Caring� will be held;
- November 24 - Valora Association�s 11th Annual Holiday Open
House benefitting women�s shelters will be held at the Memorial
Community Center (202 Grande Côte). Gifts for women, girls
and boys can be donnated any time between 10:00 am and 5:00
pm.  Please gift wrap and label your gift.  Monetary donations
can also be made;
 - December 1 to 21 - �Winter Wonderland� exhibition and sale,
Municipal Library (339 Grande-Côte) in the Media Hall;
- December 6 to 8 � Annual Christmas market at the Memorial
Community Center (202 Grande-Cote).
The next two months of 2019 will no doubt be just as busy as
the rest of the year.  There�s no possible way anyone could be
bored with all the different activities going on.  To get the complete
list, check out the Rosemere News, the Town of Rosemere�s Facebook
page and why not subscribe to the weekly information
newsletter Publicourriel.
Volunteers - Meals on Wheels needs help. If you�re free one
morning once a month, you could either cook or deliver meals
on Monday or Friday. Information: Carole Trudel: 450 621-4543

or Elisabeth 450 437-4092.  The RVS Shop is also looking for
volunteers. Certain morning shifts are available; contact Gloria
Costanzo at 450-621-2282.  If any artisans would like to leave
their works on consignment please contact Wilma Caron at
450-621-5609.
Condolences - To the family and friends of Michel Côte who
passed away on September 27, we extend our sincere
condolences.  Mr. Côte was a Town Counsellor from 1958 to
1960 and was also the fifth Mayor of Rosemere from 1963 to
1969, serving three unopposed consecutive terms.
Did you know �. that on September 25, the Drop-In Center
celebrated its 10th Anniversary?   It was a special celebration
attended by close to 30 people.  A tribute was paid to Winston
Fraser and his wife Becky who started the get-togethers back in
2009. A special mention was also made to longtime members,
such as Aline Johnson, Christel Webber, Therese and Bernard
O�Connor, Lorraine Dupré, Reverend David Hart, who could
not be present, Mario Limoges, who also couldn�t be present
and Abdel and Laila Tabarani.

In 2017 Winston handed the reins over to Lynn Walker who�d
been volunteering since 2013. Initially, after seeing an ad for the
Drop-In, Lynn decided to attend one Wednesday. It was in fact
just what she needed at the time; a chance to get together with
other Rosemerites and participants from other municipalities.
Lynn said, at first �� people were coming in for coffee in the
morning and if a few stayed for lunch they�d open a tin of soup.
I told them; I love making homemade soup�.   This was the
beginning of Lynn�s role as a Drop-In Center volunteer.  Shortly
after Becky Fraser passed away in 2015, Winston asked Lynn if
she wanted to take over kitchen duties and she agreed.  In 2017,
Winston moved from Rosemere and could no longer host the
Drop-In Center. Lynn said, �One day he handed me the key, and
said �Shut the door or continue.��   She went on to say that it was
a little daunting at first but she said to herself, �Okay, let�s see
what we can do.�

For the past two years, with the help of other volunteers, she
has served lunch every Wednesday for 30 to 35 people.  �What
I like about it, is that everybody takes care of everybody else.
When a member is sick or has taken a fall, people go visit and or
call.  It�s like we�re a family�.

Other than lunch, special activities are organized such as an
�Ugly Sweaters� Christmas lunch and an Easter Bonnet lunch
in the spring.  Why not stop in one day?

To learn more about the history of the Drop-In Center, be
sure to read Winston Fraser�s article following this one.

On a final note, may your holidays be happy and may the
new year be filled with good times and wonderful memories.

Sue Jenkins, Lynn Walker and Winston Fraser
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The Drop-in Center began 10 years ago, in the autumn of
2009. It was the result of my late wife Becky�s desire to
have our Church (St. James Anglican, Rosemere) reach
out into the wider community with Christ�s love.  With
the support of the priest Reverend David Hart and a
couple of parishioners, it was launched that October .

A sign was placed on the street and on that first
Wednesday we welcomed a single guest, Anne Panet-
Raymond. Within a few weeks, by word of mouth, the
group grew to 10 regular participants. Over the
succeeding years, the numbers continued to increase. In
recent years, it was not unusual for 50 persons to gather
on a given Wednesday, and sometimes even more for
special celebrations.

Our initial menu of coffee and donuts gradually
evolved into a hearty lunch of a choice of homemade
soups, with fresh buns and homemade desserts. Various
types of entertainment/activities were organized
including concerts, speakers, exercise sessions, our own
Olympic Games and the very popular �Hot Seat�

10th Anniversary of Rosemere�s Drop-In Center
By Winston Fraser

interviews. Background Christian music provided a
relaxed atmosphere and a selection of spiritual books was
available for lending or giving. This outreach was funded
entirely through the donations of participants.

The Drop-in Centre was organized and directed by
Becky Fraser until her sudden passing in December 2015.
For the next two years, her husband Winston, with the
support of many regular attendees, took on the
responsibility. In the fall of 2017, when he moved from
Rosemere, the baton was passed to Lynn Walker and her
team, including Carol Touzel, Brian and Sue Jenkins, Carol
Almond, Annie Couture and others.

The group continues to meet every Wednesday
between 10:00 AM and 2:00 PM, offering the residents of
Rosemere and surrounding areas, a much-appreciated
mid-week get-together among friends. All this thanks to
the vision of Becky Fraser and the support of many.  A
memorial to Becky�s service graces the wall in Havill Hall
where the Drop-in meets.

A campaign to bring radio back to the Kanehsatà:ke community
has been in the works for almost two years now.  It all began, as it
did more than 30 years ago, with a desire to promote the Mohawk
identity within the community.  The belief is that on-air broadcasting
not only provides the community with musical entertainment and
the instant communication of important information, it can also be
used to showcase the Mohawk language, history, art, values and
traditions to its members as well as those from neighboring
communities.
Reviving Kanehsatà:ke Radio (RKR) is spearheaded by
Karahkó:hare (Syd) Gaspe since March 2018 when news came to
light that a Lachute radio station had applied for a licence to
broadcast on the101.7 FM frequency once used by the
Kanehsatà:ke�s radio station CKHQ.  As a result, a few community
public meetings were held to discuss the idea of bringing back radio
to Kanehsatà:ke.  The meetings were well attended and it became
obvious that reviving Kanehsatà:ke�s radio station was something
favored by many community members.
And so, the process began.  An RKR logo was created, a Facebook
Page was launched and a new independent not-for-profit federal
corporation with a board of directors and a membership comprised
of individuals from the community was created.  As the months
went by a mission and vision statement along with a business plan
and bylaws were set into motion.
It would take some doing seeing as there were several obstacles
and hurdles to overcome; among those were funding to purchase
equipment, apply for licences, present an engineering brief to
Innovation, Science and Economic Development of Canada, finding
a location from which to transmit, etc.  Even though the project has
many challenges Syd pushes on with the help of several others
who also consider this to be a worthwhile venture.
Some good news was had, back in December 2018, when RKR
learned that the Canadian Radio-television and
Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) had denied the Lachute
radio station�s application for licence.  RKR could now attempt to

Reviving Kanehsatà:ke Radio - RKR forges ahead�
regain use of the frequency.
In March 2019, Syd Gaspe met with different community
organisations with the hope of getting support and funding. All the
while promoting the radio station�s revival, Syd emphasized how
the radio station can help organisations with communication and
events.  During a meeting with the Mohawk Council of Kanehsatà:ke�s
Emergency Management group, Syd mentioned that, if need be,
they could probably broadcast during emergency situations.  All
that was needed was a generator, a transmitter, some equipment
and a make-shift studio from which to broadcast.
A few weeks later, the impending spring floods, which were expected
to be worse than in 2017, put all of that in motion.  First off, the
antenna tower was straightened and tested. It worked!  RKR was
good to go. So with the radio equipment Syd had donated back in
February, along with some other equipment donated by Lance
Delisle and the transmitters donated by Michel Mathieu, RKR�s
broadcast consultant, a  make-shift studio, consisting of two
microphones, a small mixer, a computer with music and a
transmitter, was set up in a fishing shack borrowed from a neighbor,
who also provided hydropower.  �Flood Watch Radio� at 101.7 FM hit
the airwaves on April 19.

Syd Gaspe broadcasting on Flood Watch Radio in the
fishing cabin�s make-shift studio, also known as the
�Radio Shack� �

PHOTOS BY CLAUDE MARCHAND

Continued on page 21

By Kathy Nolan
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On a temporary basis and with the help of volunteers
Mike Mathieu, Daniel Robert, Lucien Durocher, Lance
Delisle, Mary Tylah Mohawk, Cheryl McDonald,
Tionatakwente Travis Gabriel, Gordie Oke, Caroline
Gelinas, Raiden David, Karihohetstha Cupples, Flood
Watch Radio broadcast 24 hours a day.  It went on for six
weeks.  June 1, at noon, was the last broadcast.

Syd confirmed that �It was quite an endeavour� the
whole experience was an important one [proving] to the
community that radio is essential in emergency
situations.  People were really happy to hear us on air.
We were keeping the community informed of the latest
developments and giving out key information.�

During those six weeks, not only was RKR
broadcasting on air, it was providing video coverage via
its Facebook.  This medium of communication was
certainly a plus for community members and emphasized
the idea that RKR sees its future as a multimedia not-for-
profit corporation.

In June 2019, RKR went ahead with a proposed project,
after a grant was approved by the Ministère de la Culture
et des Communications Québec and Mohawk Council of
Kanehsatà:ke.  Two graduates from the Thatiniarotárhoks
- Capacity Building with KHRO Program. Tewatenniéhtha
Nelson and Sherry Benedict worked with Syd, who
managed the project, to �� archive the Kanien�ké:ha
language lessons by Skaronhianón:we Nelson and
Kawinónhsen Nelson that were produced by CKHQ in
1988.  Most of the master tapes were recovered from the
old building and 100 lessons were digitized in high
quality. Amongst the tapes was a recording of social songs
by the 1990 grade 5/6 class. It was made into a high-quality
CD, which is now for sale at the cultural center. Other
cultural content and CKHQ archives are also being
digitized before they are lost forever.�  In addition,
Rahnekenhá:wi Cupples was also hired through a KHRO
program as a Music Database Technician to prepare the
music library for the future radio station.

A few months later, in September, RKR announced that they
now had an office space at Kaniatarák�ta
Riverside Elder�s Center and it was also
revealed that Tsik Nonwéhson
Nitkontewenní:ne�s (voices from all over) -
Mohawk MultiMedia (MMM) had officially
been incorporated as an independent not-
for-profit federal corporation. The current
board of directors is comprised of
Karahkó:hare Syd Gaspe, President,
Tionatakwén:te Travis Gabriel, Vice
President, Sonia Bonspiel-Boileau,
Secretary, Dakota Simon, Treasurer,
Caroline Gelinas, Director and honorary
board members Gordie Oke and Cathy
Beauvais.

Promoting and fund-raising efforts
have been ongoing since the beginning.
Back in May 2019, RKR took part in the
Kanehsatà:ke�s Emergency Preparedness/
Prevention Family Day where they had a
booth and held a 50/50 raffle.  More

Continued from page 20
recently, The Eastern Door, a Kahnawake newspaper and RKR
teamed up in a substantial fundraising campaign that will
raise $50,000 to help get Kanehsatà:ke Radio back on the air.
The Secret Door fund raising campaign will run for twenty
weeks and end in December, when an event will be held for
the opening of the Secret Doors.  With over $60,000 in prizes
and a grand prize of $20,000 there is sure to be some
excitement in December!  Anyone interested in participating
can find the details on the RKR Facebook page.

This revival campaign has been sparking interest and is
driven by passion.   It�s been a busy two years but there�s
still a lot to do. To help, Like, Follow and Share the Reviving
Kanehsatà:ke Radio - RKR Facebook page.  And if you�d like
to volunteer, contact Syd at 1017rkr@gmail.com.
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Shamrock�s 50th Annual Labor
Day Soccer Tournament

On Friday, Saturday, Sunday and Monday, August 30 to
September 2, Soccer Deux-Montagnes Shamrock
Tournament Committee organized the 50th annual Labour
Day Weekend Soccer Tournament. 81 teams participated
in U12-U18 boys and girls, as well as in Senior 35 and
over men�s and women�s divisions.

The highlight of the opening ceremonies was the
renaming of Soccer Field 15 South to be Neil McLaughlin
Field, in honour of the late Neil McLaughlin, Sr., one of the
original founders of the Soccer Deux-Montagnes
Tournament.

Soccer Field 15 North was renamed Bill Lawrence Field
in honour of the late Bill Lawrence, also one of the original
founders of the tournament. Participating in the unveiling
were their two sons, both ex-2Mo players now residing
in Toronto, Neil McLaughlin Jr. and Steve Lawrence.

This year�s honorary president was Valerie Sanderson,
a Deux-Montagnes resident who played for soccer Quebec
and Canada, and in France. Presently she plays for FC
Mets in Laval. Also attending the opening were Mayor
Denis Martin, councilors Margie Lavallee, Erik Johnson,
and this year�s tournament President, Alfie Weippert.

The weather was absolutely fantastic on Saturday and
Sunday. Monday brought a few showers, but the schedule
was never in jeopardy.

The Deux-Montagnes Shamrock teams all performed
well,  competing with incredible passion and representing
our community honorably. Our U12F girls� team won
silver, the U16M boys� team claimed gold and our U18F
girls� team was victorious with gold, their second gold
medal in three years. Well done, Shamrocks!

One of the best and most competitive games of the
tournament was CSR vs Montreuil (Laval). CSR scored
late to tie the game and send it into a shootout. Incredible
saves were made by both keepers, but the CSR keeper
made a key stop to claim the victory 3-2.

Kudos to the all the organizers and volunteers.  On the
field, the lines were crystal clear allowing the officials to
easily make correct calls. The kitchen staffers were
excellent, supplying fast and courteous service.  Beverages
were cold and food was hot and ready. Saturday evening
we were entertained by the Skyline Drive Band who
played a great selection of songs with a solid beat and
accomplished lyrics. The performance was comparable
to ZZ Top!  What an amusing ambience.

Thanks to the tournament committee led by President
Alfie Weippert. Kitchen Queen Debbie Standing and all of
the volunteers, players, referees, parents and fans.
Congratulations to you all. Bravo/well done!
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On Saturday, September 7 at the Olympia Park facility,
Deux-Montagnes hosted the 4th annual 3-pitch softball
tournament. There were 16 teams participating.  The
weather was great, the refreshments cold and the burgers
savoury.

4th Annual Animatch Softball
Tournament

The softball was excellent, the competition evident with
numerous great base hits and stellar defensive plays.
Great service was provided by so many volunteers.

Proceeds from the tournament will go to Animatch, a
canine adoption centre in Pointe Fortune, a small
community in the Vaudreuil-Soulanges area.  This group
does great work and their love for all things canine is
pure devotion.

Animatch can be reached at (450) 452-0321 or
www.animatch.ca

By Bobby Fordham

Animatch volunteers, left to right: Andrea, Tania,
Monica the director and Victoria. The dogs� names
are Fendi and Chunky

I have a complaint
concerning our slo-
pitch softball charity
t o u r n a m e n t s ,

regarding the tournament rules applied or not enforced by
the committee organizers.

In my opinion, Olympia Park, because of its outfield
layout, should install the temporary outfield wall for every
tournament. Why? To protect every outfielder from
collisions with each other and stop the ground ball from
rolling to the tennis courts, which always results in a home
run. Home runs are earned by hitting the ball over the fence.

A second change I propose is that the vertical pitcher�s
shield should be available for all pitchers at all tournaments
for their protection.

A rule that is applied but should be altered or even
eliminated is the open inning and runs-for format. In my
opinion, in the last inning in both 6 or 7 inning games, when
the home team has the lead they shouldn�t have to hit for
more runs.   They have the victory and their runs are their
runs-for.  This way the losing team doesn�t get embarrassed,
and games will stay on schedule. An open inning, when a
team can score as many runs as possible before three outs,
is not required. There is no logical reason for that format.

With the above changes, these tournaments still will
remain competitive, fun, and most importantly, will keep
the cause as the priority. We all know why these
tournaments are organized. The true champions are the
recipients of all proceeds! My opinion, cheers.

Mike O�Neil grew up in Laval West and caddied and played
most of his golf at Laval-sur-le-lac as a youngster. He and
his wife Jan later moved to  Deux-Montagnes. They have
three children: a daughter, Shannon, and two sons, Mike Jr.
and Chris.  While Mike has been playing golf for many years,
just this summer he played well enough to capture the club
championship in the senior division at Lachute Golf Club.
Paul Goyetche is a long time resident of 2mo, married to
Myrna. Paul has also been playing golf  for many years.
This year, he claimed his club championship at Rosemere
Golf Club in Blainville in the class A division.
Both Mike and Paul play a great short game, which enables
them to hit the greens in regulation, giving them great
opportunities to birdie and or par the hole. Congratulations
to them both!    

Congratulations to two talented
golfers from Deux-Montagnes

My opinion

Mike O�Neil Senior
Champion Lachute
Golf Club

Paul Goyetche
Champion Rosemere
Golf Club
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All Saints Church
    248-18th Ave. Deux-Montagnes
                 Tel: 450-473-9541

200 Grande
Cote, Rosemere
www.facebook/

.../Rosemere-
Memorial/

450-437-5560

Continued on page 25

Riverside United Church

Priest: Reverend David Hart
david@allsaintsdeuxmontagnes.ca
info@allsaintsdeuxmontagnes.ca
www.allsaintsdeuxmontagnes.ca

(Rosemere Memorial)
Christ Church
�Out to Lunch�
214-14th Ave, Deux-

Montagnes

The Community Lunch Room is open
Tuesdays for all residents in and around
Deux-Montagnes. We are supported by a
Grant from the Good Samaritans Fund of
the United Church of Canada, and
sponsored by Riverside United Church,
plus the local AGAPE Committee.

Church of God
815 Rockland St. Deux-Montagnes

450-491-6873
Pastors John and Arlene Thévenot

There is prayer time
before church in the
pastor�s office.
 Sunday services
with Sunday school
at 10:30 am

1st Sunday � Morning Prayer
2nd / 4th Sunday � Holy Communion
3rd Sunday � Family service (Morning
Prayer)
Dec 29 Church Cafe
The Two Mountains Community Youth
Group for all high-school aged teens
meet every Friday from September to June
7:30 � 9:30 pm, except every 3rd Friday,
which is SPAM (Sports night At
Mountainview).
Please note that all events, dates and time, are
subject to change
Nov 2 - 17th Annual Craft Fair Saturday
9:00 am-4:00 pm. A wide range of hand
crafted  items will be for sale, including
jewelry, knit items, wood working, bake
table and raffle.  Saturday lunch.Table
rentals $35, contact Kathy 450-473-4739
Nov 20/Dec 18   Messy Church Join us once
a month for a light supper, craft  
activities, celebration and fun 5:30-7:00 pm
Nov. 28/Dec 13 - Holy Communion service
at Les Cascades 10:30 am
Dec. 7 - �Food for Body and Soul� monthly
breakfast 9:30 am
Dec. 8 - Ecuenimcal Service of Lessons and

 As of Aug. 1, St. James Anglican
church in Rosemere, became known
as �Eglise de la Nativité-St.James� and
the new rector is Rev. Victor David
Myubi Bipungu. We wish him all the
best in his service to Christ. We would
like to thank the Reverend David Hart
for his wonderful guidance over the
last four years and wish him well in
his continuing duties at All Saints
Church in Two Mountains.
   I would also like to wish Carmela of
Holy Cross church a speedy recovery
and to thank Diane for replacing her
as the contact for said church.
   I must thank all the veterans and for
those who sacrificed their lives during
the wars for helping to keep our
country safe and free from certain
ideologies.
  What is Christmas? Is it a time for
giving gifts? Is it a time to be stressed
out? It really is a time when we
celebrate the birth of Jesus Christ and
when all Christians and Canadians
should attend the church of their
choice and to thank God for this
wonderful country of Canada that we
are fortunate enough to live in.
   I would like to thank all the
volunteers and church contacts who
give freely of their time to write the
articles for this wonderful organ.
   On behalf of the staff and Volunteers
of the Community Connections, I wish
everyone a most happy and restful
Christmas season and for good health
in the new year of our Lord 2020. God
bless.
The Church Snoop, replacing that
wonderful lady, the Church Mouse,
Norma.
Eric.

4 Korners, and the Lions Club. We
welcome all comers to join us for a free

delicious hot lunch 0n Tuesday noon till
1:15. There is no charge, but a donation
will never be refused, so just come with
your friends for a lovely meal in a convivial
atmosphere. We are always happy to see
you. The only rules are that everyone
respects each other, and all children must
be accompanied by an adult. For more
information please call Stella Cox at 450-
623-5192.

 �To everything there is a season, a time
for every purpose under heaven.
He has made everything beautiful in his
time.�  (Ecclesiastes 11)  As we (sadly) note
the changing  of the seasons, we realize
that everything, as we know it, is only
temporary.  Recently, we received news
of two people known to us who have
passed away.  Connor, our little cousin,
died at the age of three after having bravely
battled cancer for most of his young life. 
Mrs. Juneau, a neighbour, back in
Louisiana, died at the age of 102. She raised
nine kids on a widow�s pension, doing
whatever she could to put food on the
table and clothes on their backs. Both
were heroes in their own right, but only
faith in God and in his Word can help us
to make sense of little Connor�s death. 
Both Connor and Mrs. Juneau died �in
God�s time,� each having accomplished
their work here below. Let us take time
for reflection, asking ourselves whether
or not we are using our allotted time
wisely and for God�s glory.

Sunday Service 11:00 am
    Riverside is a place to connect,
a Church where you belong.  We love
seeing new faces and encourage everyone

to seek the spirit, grow in energy and
be part of our community. Sunday
school is offered each week and our
new curriculum is ��The Fruits of the
Spirit��. Bring children of all ages to
meet new friends in a loving
environment. Coffee and
snacks following each service.
 Come and play Crokinole on
Tuesday afternoons from 2:00  to 4:30
pm. No experience or commitment
necessary. 
Upcoming events:
Christmas celebratory lunch Dec. 7 at
12:00 pm
 RSVP with Jennifer (438) 765 1584.
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The Holy Cross Community
Of St. Luc Parish

Rosemere

Eglise de la Nativité -
St. James Anglican Church
328 Pine St. Rosemere, QC
Tel: 450-621-6466info@stjamesrosemere.ca

Priest in Charge: Rev. Victor David
Myubi Bipungu

Holy Family Parish
1001 Ch. d�Oka, Deux-Montagnes,

Tel. 450-473-2163
E-Mail: holyfamilydl@hotmail.com
Website:  www.holy-family-dm.ca

People�s Church
370 5th Ave, Deux-Montagnes

(450)472 4105

Pastor- Fred Greenwood
New Time-Sunday Service 10:30 am
. peoplestwomountains@gmail.com

                           Deacon:Jhon Steeker
Saint-Clair
Sunday service
9:30 am
French Sunday
service-11:00 am.

Drop-In Centre: Wednesday 10:00 am
to 1:30 pm.  
Come and share a coffee, enjoy  a light
lunch and fellowship.  Everyone is
welcome.
Lynne Walker and her team look
forward to welcoming you.
Looking for space to hold a meeting, a
reception or a private gathering? We
have a space for you.
Kitchen facilities are available, wheel
chair accessible.  Please call our Rental
Coordinator at 450-621-6466.

Carols to benefit Agape Deux Montagnes, 
Dec 24 - Christmas Eve Family and
Candlelit Service � 7:00 pm
Rental space (kitchen and hall)
available for meetings Jerry East 450-
623-4929
rentals@allsaintsdeuxmontagnes.ca

www.freedombaptist1611.org

Freedom Baptist Church
215 St Laurent; 106-108. St. Eustache

Sunday wor-
ship at 10:00
am, 11:00 am,
and 6:00 pm
Wednesday

night prayer meeting and Bible study at
7:00 pm

Ste. Francoise Cabrini Church
210 rue de l�glise, Rosemere QC  J7A
2X2
Email : holycross@paroisse-st-
luc.org
Phone : 450-621-5521 ext. 215
Services are held at Ste. Francoise
Cabrini Church :
Saturday�s � 4 :30 pm (beginning
October19, 2019)
Sunday�s -    11 :30 am

November 9 � A Soirée is planned at
the Rosemere Community Center.

Masses are
celebrated Wed �
Fri. 9:00 am.
S a t . 1 0 : 0 0
pm    Sun 10:00

am
Parish Priest:  Father Tony Solano 
Deacon:  Wayne Riddell
FEAST OF THE INCARNATION � CHRISTMAS 4TH

SUNDAY OF ADVENT  SATURDAY,  DEC. 21  5:00
PM.-SUNDAY, DEC. 22, 10:00 AM.
CHRISTMAS MASS -TUE, DEC. 24,    7:30 PM.
(HOLY DAYOF OBLIGATION -WED, DEC. 25, 10:00
AM.
FEASTOF HOLY FAMILY SATURDAY,  DEC. 28, 5:00
PM.- SUN, DEC. 29, 10:00 AM.-FOLLOWEDBY LIGHT
BUFFET
SOLEMNITYOF MARY,
The Holy Mother of God -Tues, Dec. 31
 5:00 pm. 
(Holy Day of Obligation) -Wednesday, Jan.
1,  2020  10:00 am.
Advent � Christmas - 2019:
Confessions � Sat 4:30 pm. and
Sundays at 9:30 am. during advent.

Sunday service 10:30 am
Bible Study - Tuesday 7:30-8:30 pm
Making a List and checking it twice:
   It is that time of year again when we are
taking inventory of our wants and
wishes, a check-list so to speak of the gifts
that we hope to see under the tree with
our name attached to it. May we consider
not only our temporal needs as we take

inventory this Christmas but more
importantly our spiritual needs. The bible
states clearly that God took inventory of
our spiritual need (our sin has separated
us from Him) when He sent His Son, Jesus
Christ who was born in a manger on that
first Christmas �For God so loved the
world that He gave His only Son that
whosoever believes in Him should not
perish but have everlasting life� (John
3:16). The love of God is a gift to be received
by faith in His Son and to be reconciled to
Him.
   �The first hope in our inventory-the hope
that includes and at the same time
transcends all others -must be the hope
that love is going to have the last word�
Arnold J. Toynbee (1889-1975).
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1. Create A Conical Shape.
Most of us are used to applying con-
cealer in a semi-circular pattern un-
der our eyes to reduce the appearance
of  bags or puffiness. However, for best
results, apply the concealer in a coni-
cal pattern under the eyes and extend
it to almost where your nose ends. It
not only does a better job at conceal-
ing because it is easy to blend, but it
also helps in contouring the sides of
your nose.
2.DIY Color Correcting Palette
You probably, by now, have heard
about the wonder called color cor-
recting palette. These concealers of
various hues are used to cancel out
flaws on your face. For example, a

Makeup Tips
For Applying Concealer

Tights are great, mainly in winter
Tights with a design can either
look amazing or like you have a
skin disease. Most flowered tights
have the leprosy option; I�d shy
away from them. Black lace can be
lovely, but go with a smaller pat-
tern; and hey, you can wear a real
pair of pantyhose under them, for
warmth. Also keep in mind � no
matter what Mademoisel le  says,
tights are NOT PANTS. It just looks
like you forgot your skirt. And, as
Dear Abby used to say �pants
that are stretchy and waaaay too
tight look like two cats fighting in
a flour sack. Same for too small
polyester  pants .  And t ights  in
summer � no, no, no! Would you
wear a fur hat in summer? Hell,no!
Then the same thing goes for tights.
They�ll just make you sweaty and
prickly, put �em away with the
mittens and wool scarves!

green concealer is used for canceling
out any redness, lavender for yellow

toned discolouration, peach for bruis-
es or blue toned under eye circles, etc.
But if you suddenly find yourself with-
out your color correction palette or
just want to save money, just mix an
eyeshadow of the color you want
your concealer to be with your nor-
mal concealer � and voila! You have
your smart and cheap color corrector
concealer palette.
3. Know The Important Focal Points.
This hack is for those days when you
are running late or just feeling too
lazy to apply your concealer proper-
ly. Just dab on a little concealer, pref-
erably with a brush, under your eyes,
on the corners of your mouth, and near
your nose, and you are good to go.

Christina�s tips and trends
by Christiana Schuldt

� cosmetics � fashion � personal hygiene  � general counsel & tips � diet & well-being
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Christiana�Christiana�Christiana�Christiana�Christiana�sssss
CommunityCommunityCommunityCommunityCommunity
CuisineCuisineCuisineCuisineCuisine

� 6 pork loin cutlets cut
   1/2� thick
� 1/4 cup all purpose flour
� 1 teaspoon seasoned salt
� 1/4 teaspoon pepper
� 1 egg beaten
� 2 tablespoons milk
� 1/4 cup fine dry bread crumbs
� 1 teaspoon paprika
� 3 tablespoon shortening
� 3/4 cup chicken broth
� 1/4 teaspoon dried dill weed
� 1/2 cup sour cream

Steps
1) Pound pork with hexagon or flat

� 6 cups red cabbage (shredded)
� 3 slices of  Bacon
� 1 Onion chopped
� 1/2 cup water
� 1/4 cup cider vinegar
�1 peeled and
    cubed apple
� 3 tablespoons sugar
�  salt
 � Pepper
� 1 Bay Leaf

food hammer to 1/4� or even 1/8� thick-
ness. Cut small slits around edges to

prevent curling.
2) Coat meat with mixture of the 1/4
cup flour, the seasoned  salt and pep-
per. Combine egg and milk.
3) Dipp cutlets in egg mixture, then in
mixture of crumbs and paprika.
4) In a large skillet, cook 3 cutlets at a
time in hot shortening, 2 to 3 minutes
on each side. Remove from pan to plat-
ter and keep warm.
5) Pour broth into skillet, scraping to
loosen crusty drippings.
6) Blend the 1 tablespoon flour and
dill weed into sour cream. Stir sour
cream mixture  into broth. Cook and
stir until mixture is thickened. Do not
boil

Red Cabbage - German style

Breaded Pork Cutlets (German style Schnitzel)

Steps
1. Fry bacon and onion  in a saucepan
2. Put all ingredients in and stir
3. Cook  over moderately high heat.
4. Cover and bring to a boil.
5.  Reduce heat to a
    moderate high heat.
6.Cook for about 25  to 40 minutes.
3. Stiring occasionally.

Ingredients

Ingredients

Shredded Noodles or German Spätzle (side dish)
very simple to make yet very tasty
Ingredients
� 2 1/4 cups flour
� 1/2 teaspoon salt
� 1 tablespoon oil
� 3 eggs
� 1 cup water

Steps
Mix ingredients until well blended.
Bring large pot of water to boil und
press mixture directly over the boil-
ing water through a shredder plate,

which has multiple 1/8� diameter
holes. You should try to obtain a sim-
ple, inexpensive spätzle shredder.
Once you have it in your kitchen, you
will not want to be without it.

Enjoy your meals
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Hi all, so I hope you all had a good summer�but if you�re
like me, it sure seemed short!  Rain and floods May and
June, then presto�summer.  We had about two months of
summer weather, then last week as if someone flicked a
switch, and presto! Fall.

So now for the annual warning, especially to the baby
boomers and their parents, to watch out for the scammers
and get prepared properly for the oncoming winter.

As most of you know, contractors are expensive, so when
we can save a bit, we hire someone less expensive�

Well, some of those guys knock at your door telling you
your roof needs urgent repair, your windows are in need of
insulation, or just that you need cement work repairs before
the winter temperatures arrive.  We take their word that
you really do need some urgent repairs!

Not that all of these contractors are dishonest, but when
they see either a widow, or an elderly couple, many see it as
an opportunity an opportunity to make money with little
effort.  In other words, they do surface work, which is
substandard quality for what seems like a good price but is
NOT!

In my work as a police officer, I had many occasions to
meet this type of scammer.  They all had great personalities,
therefore making themselves seem honest�but they were
anything but!

These scammers are lowlifes that have no moral compass.
They take money, sometimes without even doing the job,
or say they will be back tomorrow, and show up a week
later with some excuse, then do the job quickly, cutting
corners anywhere they can, leaving the customer with
�substandard� work results.

Many painters working �under the table� also use this
practice.  They say the job is usually thousands more than
what they will charge, but instead of quality products, they
use the cheapest paint on the market and do not prepare
the surfaces correctly.  Sure, it looks good from a distance,
but wait until you look up close!  The cheaper paints do not
resist  normal usage well. Therefore after touching a wall
often in the same place, you are not able to clean it properly
with detergents because the surface changes appearance,
often necessitating a repaint to repair!

Another type of one is the never-ending line up of �fly by
night� asphalt resurfacing companies.  You know, the ones
that say you have to repair your driveway or the winter
will ruin it and you will have to redo your complete
driveway�  Well, just be aware, that spraying cheap, diluted
asphalt covering will not repair cracks or prevent your
driveway from being ruined. If it is cracked and uneven,
then the $200-$300 dollars you pay them would be better
spent on having a reputable company resurfacing your
driveway with new asphalt.

Some of the products used by this type of scammer, are so
substandard, your driveway looks just as bad in a few
months.  Some will even tell you,� You can get the regular, or
the heavy duty product� which will last longer�NO, NO,
NO!  They use the same product that often just looks like
black spray paint!  So your driveway looks like new,
but�some of your hard earned money just flew out the
window!

I could go on and on with the different scams out there. As
I said before, many are reputable and do honest work, so
they would have no issue in supplying you with references
prior to you making a decision.  Be alert, be conscious that as
hard as you worked for your money, someone out there is
working just as hard to take it from you.

These are my thoughts, what are yours?

805 chemin d�oka
    Deux-Montagnes

Fall scammers have arrived

Linda Lapointe, second from left, the incumbent Member of
Parliament for the Rivière-des-Mille-Îles riding who was
narrowly defeated in the October 21 federal election, had a
message of appreciation to her supporters and former
constituents: �Thank you very much to my family, my great
team, my great team of volunteers! I would like to take the time
to thank the people who voted for me. I had more people who
put their trust in me in 2019 than in 2015. It makes me Proud. I
congratulate Luc Desilets, Bloc Québécois, for his victory. It
was a privilege and an honor to represent Rivière-des-Mille-
Îles in Ottawa, and I thank you for your confidence.�
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Overheard at the Coffee Shop
It never ceases to amaze me how people can get together for
coffee multiple times over a week and still have plenty to talk
about.  Granted, some of us are getting on the forgetful side and
tell the same story again and again, but we all still laugh and
rib each other, and have fun all over again.

We have been accused of being kind of loud.  Conversations
start with a murmur murmur murmur, escalate to gabbety
gabbety gab, and pretty soon there is nothing less than a dull
roar.  Of course, everyone is talking at once (except for the one
quiet chicka who never says anything).  Is anyone listening?
Who knows?  And then comes a very brief lull�the tiniest
moment of silence and tranquility, before it all starts again.

Recently we were all going on about our various
ailments�knees, sinuses and of course, the digestive system.
That we all suffered from some issue with the latter was pretty
much unanimous.  And yes, the discussions grew loud and
louder, and in some cases, hit the too-much-information point.
Suddenly we had our wee moment of silence, and a deep voice

boomed,�I go every three weeks.  Gotta go now!�  All eyes were
wide, and then another guy pipes up, �Well, I only go every
three months!�  Jaws dropped.  I had to ask.  �Shouldn�t you
guys see your doctors about that?�  The two guys wrinkled
their foreheads and squinted their eyes at me like only old codgers
can. �What?  Why?  For a haircut?�  And our friend got up and
walked out the door to his once-every-three-weeks barber�s
appointment.

And on the topic of hair�. some mornings it is easier just to
go for coffee without doing the full wash/dry/style thing on the
hair.  Sometimes that works and sometimes it doesn�t.  The
other day, I realized it was a bad hair day and said as much
when I arrived.  My kind (or not so kind) coffee friend said, �No
worries.  It looks the same as it always does.�  What, bad?  Yoy!
To top that off, one of the guys handed me a business card from
a new hairdresser in town.  �Is my hair THAT bad?!�  He may
have just wanted to me to do a story about it.  Or maybe my
coffee friends are really trying to tell me something.

Terry Fox�s brother Fred, speaking at McCaig Elementary School
about Terry�s courageous, cancer-shortened life and legacy, paused
before answering a question that he had never before been asked,
obviously emotional.
     Addressing the rapt Grade 2 through Grade 6 students seated on
the gymnasium floor, he told them how the Terry Fox Foundation
had raised more than $650 million in the 39 years since Terry�s
inspirational Marathon of Hope and some of the ways that money
had led to advancements in treatments, better artificial limbs and
aid to families of sufferers.

What would Terry Fox say?
By Gordon Wetmore

practised on his own, and studied hard.  He won awards as a top
athlete in his British Columbia high school and had made the junior
varsity basketball team in his first year at Simon Fraser University
when he was diagnosed with bone cancer in 1977.  His right leg was
amputated above the knee.
     �When we were your age,� Fred told the children, �we did
everything together, played supported and challenged each other.�
Very upset, visiting Terry in the hospital, he asked, �Why you?�
Terry�s reply was, �Why not me?�
     Rather than be angry and frustrated, Terry determined to live his
life fully. When he saw the suffering of other patients and their
families, he also decided to do something to combat cancer and
raise hope.  In 1980, that �something� turned into The Marathon of
Hope, his attempt to run across Canada to raise awareness about
cancer and money to combat it.
     Fred described how in 1979, after being fitted with a prosthesis, he
started running, going from 100 metres a day eventually to 20 km.
Also how he wrote letters and solicited help from the Canadian
Cancer Society, War Amputations of Canada, Ford Motor Company,
Imperial Oil and Adidas.
     In April 1980, he dipped his artificial foot into the Atlantic in
Newfoundland and started running west. It took some time before
Canadians became aware, but by August he reached Ontario and
was revered across the country.  On September 1, after running an
average of 38 km a day, tired, thin and with a wracking cough, he
was forced to stop.  Cancer had invaded his lungs.  He would die less
than a year later.  Rather than feel sorry for himself, he simply
wished for people to carry on his mission of hope.
     �That�s what you�ve done at McCaig,� Fred told them.
     Try to be �just like Terry, just set goals and never, ever give up,�
he said.  To keep going when things are tough, do like Terry and set
smaller goals along the way.  For a daily run, Terry would set goals
like getting past a certain tree, then around the next corner, or past
the red barn. That way he could end up with a 42 km day.
     He invited questions and answered all of them. The answer to
whether Terry dated (�He had a girlfriend.�) caused a buzz. The
question that made everyone quiet was what Terry would choose
as more important: his surviving the cancer or the legacy of hope
and improved treatments for cancer from The Marathon of Hope.
          Terry�s brother thought for just a moment.  When he answered,
there was a catch in his voice.  �Terry would say the legacy would be
more important.  Me, I�d be a little more selfish.  I�d like Terry back.�

Terry Fox�s brother Fred Fox (right) with Principal Richard
Mason and the students of McCaig Elementary School
     Fred, two years older than Terry, spoke with a warm, informal
style that quickly won over his young audience. The thrust of his talk
and slide show was the sort of person Terry Fox was, with the
theme, �Be like Terry.�
     He told them how their parents, Betty and Rolly Fox, instilled
values in them, particularly to �finish what you start, and do it well.�
He recounted how at a Christmas when Terry was just three, the
little boy attempted to build a tower of blocks on the uneven carpet
by the tree.
     Over and over again, the blocks fell.  Over and over he
determinedly restacked, �never a thought about quitting, never got
angry or frustrated.�
     Terry was a multi-sport athlete, he said, who was never the biggest,
never the strongest, and never the fastest, but he was the most
determined.  He showed up early for practises and stayed late,

By Kaffy Lahtay
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Advertising rates effective January 2019:
No of issues 1+2   3+4      5+6
Size cost   per  issue
Business card $60.00 $55.00 $50.00
1/8 of a page $85.00 $80.00 $75.00
1/4 of a page $150.00 $140.00 $135.00
1/2 of a page $225.00 $210.00 $200.00
  Page $425.00 $410.00 $400.00
1" banner $115.00 $105.00 $100.00
2" banner $165.00 $155.00 $150.00
3" banner $225.00 $210.00 $200.00

For further information please contact:
Martin Hensen 450-473-1932 or
Dave Byers  at 514-602-7054.
Ads can be forwarded to
Makimbe@outlook.com
or to  cceditor2017@gmail.com.
Please contact us  to ensure that we have
space for your valuable ad.

Dec.  7 � Forever Young Theatre Group
� Show � Tickets � call Hazel 450-983-
6811

November 2019
Nov. 1 � Karaoke night � 8:00 pm /
Pot Luck Supper re: Halloween

Nov. 8 � Karaoke night � 8:00 pm
Nov. 9 �  Cribbage afternoon � 1:00
pm (Kitchen open 11:30 am)
Nov. 13 � Wednesday Lunch � time:
Noon / Price $10.00.
Tickets on sale at the bar or call 450-
472-7023 Norma
Nov. 15 � Paint Night � Time: 7:00
pm / Combined with 4 Korners
Nov. 16 � Artisans Festival -   Time:
10:00 am � 4:00 pm � Would
appreciate volunteers to bake for
our bake table. If you bake the hall
will be open at 9:00 to receive goods,
Thanking you in advance
Nov. 17 � Annual General Meeting
all members invited to attend, plus
guest. Time: 2:00 pm Coffee / tea will
be served.
Nov. 20 � Bingo afternoon � 1:00 pm
/ door are open at 11:30
Nov. 22 & 23 � Forever Young
Theatre Group � show Gramma Mia
contact Hazel for tickets Tel: 450-
983-6811
Nov. 24 � Grey Cup Football Party �
Kitchen will be open with food on
sale - Game time will be 4:00 pm
Nov. 29 � Karaoke night � 8:00 pm
Other information:
Dart League � Monday night  � 7:30
pm � Kitchen open 6:30 pm � may
have room if you would like to spare
at the darts
Exercise classes � Tuesday &
Thursday morning � Time 9:30 am �
contact Dale Hammond �
Registration-514-213-6796

Forever Young Theatre Group �
Monday morning � Time 9:30 am
 Further information � contact Val
Glover � 514-668-6249

DECEMBER 2019

Birthdays
Shanna Davis, Nov. 1
Thelma Hughes, Nov. 6
Debbie & Wendy Glover, Nov. 7
Bert Klotz, Nov. 18
Monique Lauzé, Nov 19
Jenn Goulet, Nov. 27
Lindsay Hughes, Nov. 28
Norma Lariviere, Nov 30
Kennedy Family Birthdays
Darren, Nov. 6
Nathan, Nov. 15
Ryan, Nov. 28
Laura, Nov. 29
Brandon Green, Dec. 1
Janet Turner, Dec. 2
Elizabeth Sacca, Dec. 6
Cathy Rickert, Dec. 10
Elaine V. Brown, Dec. 14
Margie Lavallée,  Dec. 14
David R.A. Brown, Dec. 16
Doreen Draycott, Dec. 20
Orane Green, Dec. 22
 Zackary Green , Dec. 14
Tess Moscato,Dec 29
Frank Glover, Dec. 31
Memorials Nov/Dec/Jan
Ron Cappana, Nov 7, 2010
Anne Maye
Jacques �Bo� Legault
Gladys Sundborg,
Cathy McCann
Sonny Gleeson,
Ellen Ray McAllister
George Clarkson
John Defosses,
Donald B. Cooper
Eddy. Ewenson
Norma Painter

Dec. 8 � Forever Young Theatre Group
/ Heritage Social Club � Lunch with
Santa Claus,Time Noon � Tickets:
450-983-6811
Dec. 11 � Wednesday Xmas Lunch �
time: Noon � Tickets $10.00 to be
purchased in advance contact Norma
� 450-472-7023 � Forever Young
entertain with Christmas songs.
Dec. 13 � Karaoke night � Time: 8:00
pm
Dec. 14 � Cribbage Afternoon � Time
1:00 pm (Kitchen open 11:30 am)
Dec. 18 � Bingo Afternoon � Time: 1:00
pm � coffee/tea/ etc on sale
Dec. 20 � Karaoke night � 8:00 pm / Pot
Luck � 7:00 pm
Dec. 31 � New Year�s Eve Dance �
Information to follow � Poster will be
posted.

Legion
Branch 185

Saturday, Nov 30,
The Suspicious Minds
Tour, Tribute to Vegas
Sylvain Leduc -Multi

Award winning tribute to Elvis artist
Elvis Reimagined. Price: $25.00,
Show time: 8:00 pm. Doors Open: 7:00
pm

141 Chemin du Grand Moulin ,
Deux Montagnes, Qc, J7R 3C8
450-472-6530

Join us on Dec 31 at 8:00 pm to Rock
Out 2019 and Roll in 2020.  Live dance
music with a performance by the
Fabulous Flashbacks, Midnight Buffet
Tickets: $25.00. Tickets go on sale Nov.
15  at the Legion, 141 chemin du
Grand Moulin, Deux Montagnes, 450-
472-6530.

Merry Christmas and all the
very best for the year 2020!

Belated Birthday
Sylvie Beaumier, Oct. 25
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By Glenda Esguerra
Paravie Fitness
Personal Fitness Specialist

If you have any questions to ask me, please don�t hesitate to call.  If
you need a personalized workout, nutritional evaluation or a fitness
assessment, please contact me. We can schedule a consultation.
PARAVIE Fitness - 1400, chemin d�Oka, Deux-Montagnes,
J7R 1M6
info@paravie.ca, facebook, or 514-512-5600

If you have been looking into making changes to your
lifestyle, making healthier choices, then no doubt you have
seen, read and heard the term �clean eating�. What exactly
does clean eating mean? Let�s take a look.

 Simply put, clean eating means choosing to eat foods
that are minimally processed. The closer they are to their
natural state, the more �real� they are. Another term that
is commonly used is �whole food�. The moment you start
to transform or process a whole food�s state, the less it is
able to retain its natural, nutritional benefits. So, if you
choose to eat clean � i.e. to choose food items in their
natural state � the more you benefit from their nutrient
value.

Let�s start things off by NOT choosing packaged, highly
processed, or fast foods. When foods go through the many
stages of processing, they tend to lose their healthy
nutrients and their fiber content. Packaged foods contain
preservatives, chemicals and loads of salt and/or sugar.
Moreover, additives are then used to retard spoilage � like
growth of mold. Preservatives maintain the semblance
of freshness in appearance and consistency. There are
however, several drawbacks to consuming these
chemicals: they can cause severe digestive problems,
asthma, headaches and a whole slough of other health
concerns. Should you find it difficult to avoid packaged
foods completely, make sure you read the labels carefully.
Choose the ones with the least number of ingredients listed.

So start now, choose to eat clean!
Fruits and vegetables are loaded with vitamins, fiber,

minerals and loads of other healthy nutrients. Consuming
these when they are closest to their natural state � with
little or no preparation � will give you the most
nutritional benefits. In fact, foods in their natural state �
a one-ingredient food � is the definition of a whole food.
By eating fruits and vegetables, you choose to eat clean.

As for meat, avoid processed foods like hot dogs or
chicken nuggets. Instead, choose cut meats that are from
animals that have been grass fed. Animals that are fed a
natural diet have more antioxidants and omega-3s than
grain-fed animals. Eat meat, poultry and fish, baked,
roasted, grilled or boiled. Choose to eat clean.

As much as possible, choose to drink plain water. Avoid
sugars or artificial sweeteners or flavours. Water is needed
for all of our bodily systems and overall health. You
should be drinking (in ounces), half of your weight in
pounds. (i.e. A 150-lb woman should drink about 75

Clean Eating, give it a try!
ounces, or about 9 glasses of water.) Limit your alcohol
consumption. As you know, alcohol is a processed drink
that is obtained from fermenting, grains, fruits and
vegetables. Limiting alcohol consumption is still how you
choose to eat clean.

You can start today to make healthier lifestyle choices. The
simplest way is by choosing to eat clean. Any time you decide
to go after your goals, it means you have to replace old habits
with new habits. Take one day at a time:
Day 1: Do not choose packaged or processed foods.
Day 2: Eat fruits and vegetables.

And Do not choose packaged or processed foods.
Day 3: Choose grass-fed animal food sources.

And Eat fruits and vegetables.
And Do not choose packaged or processed foods.

Day 4: Drink enough water each day.
And Choose grass-fed animal food sources.
And Eat fruits and vegetables.
And Do not choose packaged or processed foods.

Are you ready to choose to eat clean?



At Brunet your
Health is all that

matters
Monday-Friday: 8:00-20:00  Saturday-Sunday: 9:00-17:00

809, chemin d�Oka, D.M.,  (450) 491-3838
Monday-Friday: 9:00-16:00

Reseau Selection Deux-Montagnes
10, 8th Avenue, D.M.


